
THE NEW INFORMATIC POLE FOR MILAN

WHERE:
Milan, main town of Lombardia, has a population of 
around 1.3 million habitants. With its different 
productive sectors, Milan is the principal industrial city 
in Italy. Besides, Milan has a very beautiful and ancient 
historical center studded by buildings and monuments 
motive that pushes every day million of visitors from 
every part of the world to visit the city. The area of 
intervention places inside the 'Studies City', which 
constitute the great scientific University Pole of the 
'Università degli studi di Milano' and 'Politecnico di 
Milano'.

WHEN: August 2017

CONTRACTOR: SICREA Group

SALES AGENT: Cambielli - Rezzato BS



THE REQUEST
The project represents the first footstep toward the optimization and the functional rationalization of the real 
estate patrimony of 'Studies City', strongly fragmented today, and aim to the general afterthought of the logics 
of development of the whole compartment.

The primary demand is represented by the necessity to give a suitable, functional and integrated center to the 
Teachings and to the Departments of Computer science with other disciplines and university activity among 
which a multidisciplines Library and a new center for the Reception and Students office.
The new spaces for the Department of Computer science, the new center of the Reception offices Students 
and the new Library of area of the faculties like Computer science, Physics, Chemistry and Biology are 
functionally projected as autonomous bodies inside an unitary architectural complex.

Thanks to DAB products, the contractor has been able to propose efficient products for the conditioning and 
heating of the principal building and the library. Besides thanks to MCE-C, the VFD (Variable Frequency Driver) 
technology by DAB, the system is able to modulate its power with the purpose to optimize the job reducing the 
consumptions and therefore the costs.

MCE-C INVERTER DCP, DCM e DCPE




